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Introduction

Mainstream American consumers are becoming more concerned about the sources of their food and have started to show interest in locally produced food. Such foods, especially produce, are perceived to be healthier, tastier, and both socially and environmentally friendlier than foodstuffs from distant large scale producers. Likewise, farmers can often obtain significant price premiums. Such benefits have been thoroughly documented by others, including Brown (2002), Kremen et al. (2004) and Hunt (2007). While the definition of “local” varies, and the consumer perception of its boundaries is the subject of academic research (Giovannuci et al., 2010), it is clear that this food category is experiencing rapid sales growth. The emerging dynamic of localization is occurring in many countries; for example Brunoni et al. (2007) document how Italian farmers’ markets have grown and how consumers have become more discerning and involved in purchasing foods. On the other side of the globe, Guthrie et al. (2003) depict New Zealand’s burgeoning farmers markets. Yet it may surprise some that the nation that popularized the frozen TV dinner is experiencing rapid growth within the category of local food; an industry study (Porjes, 2007) estimates this category, worth 4 billion dollars United States in 2002, is expected to grow to 7 billion dollars by 2011. Once the purview of health food stores, local foods are appearing everywhere; Wal-Mart has announced a local sourcing initiative for their produce, and even institutional U.S. food providers such as hospitals and prisons are creating menus with such products (Hardesty, 2008).
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Just over nine tenths of U.S. farms are classified as “small family farms” with annual sales below $250,000, and such farms produce approximately one quarter of national agricultural output (USDA, 2005). These small businesses face daunting economies of scale issues within the food supply chain, especially those that compete directly with the 10% of the farms which produce the other three-fourths of total U.S. agricultural output! While some large retailers do buy from smaller farms, Cantor & Strochlic (2009) claim entry barriers are substantial, and small to midsized farms often have had more success with selling directly to the consumer. Just as Brunori et al. (2009) discuss how small Tuscan farmers have been able to establish niches in selling directly to the consumer, many of their U.S. counterparts have developed direct-to-consumer channels: providing roadside stands or pick-your-own fields, sourcing to Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) subscribers and attending farmers’ markets. Farmers’ markets are the most common direct channel in the U.S.; Cantor & Strochlic (2009) survey farmers, finding 69% of respondents attend such markets. Zepeda & Reid (2004) emphasize that farmers’ markets are the channel of choice for most consumers, as other direct channels require greater consumer involvement.

In this case study we consider California, the leading U.S. State for both the number of farmers’ markets and the concentration of small farms (Cantor & Strochlic, 2009). Farmers’ markets were established in California in 1977, when state law permitted farmers to sell at a state certified farmers’ markets without additional packaging or labeling (Certified Farmers Market Program, 2011). A farmers’ market authority verifies that the farmer is from California and is the primary producer; California follows a ‘producer only model’ and disallows resellers. According to the USDA (2011), as of 2010 the U.S. hosted 6132 farmers’ markets, a tripling from 1994. The importance of this channel is showcased in their survey results, which finds that sales at farmers markets totaled over $1 billion in 2005 and that more than a quarter of vendors at the surveyed markets derived all farm income from these markets (USDA, 2011). In California alone, approximately 2,200 certified producers attend 700 certified farmers’ markets, half of which occur regularly throughout the year (Certified Farmers Market Program, 2011).

The proliferation in these markets might seem a blessing for farmers, who would appear to have more opportunity to reach consumers. However, reality is more complex. Along with the number of markets, the competition from other vendors has also increased. Farmers from any part of California can attend any market in state, and in recent years more farmers are traversing greater distances. Worthen (2010) reports that the increase in markets has resulted in lower profits for many farmers, who report having to make more trips to sell the same amount of product as in prior years. Worthen (2010)
interviews a few farmers who often do not make enough money to cover the costs of attending multiple markets.

One of the culprits is geography. California is a large state with the majority of farms and farmers’ markets well separated from each other. This distribution is illustrated in Figure 1, which depicts a representative subset of farmers’ markets and certified participating farms that service them. The populous and affluent Bay Area and Los Angeles metropolitan areas provide the densest concentration of farmers’ markets, and the majority of farms are found near the Central Valley, a fertile but sparsely populated and poorer region.

Fig. 1 - Subset of California Farmers’ Markets and Participating Farms

Cantor & Strochlic (2009) survey producers with respect to their difficulties, finding a major complaint concerns the distances to the profitable farmers’ markets; these large distances preclude greater participation and limit profits for those who do attend. In their argument in support of shopping at farmers’ markets, CUESA (2009) profiles different types of
produce vendors at the San Francisco Ferry Plaza Farmers’ Market, showing average one-way travel ranges between 100km to 300km. Yet distances such as these are considerable.

The Pacific Coast Farmers’ Market directory (PCFMA, 2011) provides insight onto the reach of many farms; for example, Schletewitz Farms, a third generation fruit and tomato producer located in Sanger, a community in the Sierra foothills. They frequent several Bay Area farmers’ markets, including 5 that occur weekly throughout the year in Belmont, Cupertino, Pleasanton, San Francisco, and San Mateo. Assuming separate trips are necessary for each market visit, the total round trip weekly distances sum to approximately 3000 km. Furthermore, they visit several other markets when more of their fruits are in season, such as the Palo Alto’s Farmers’ Market (PA Market, 2011). We also consider the market perspective. Jog (2010) inventories the vendors at Jack London Square farmers’ market, a year-round Sunday market in Oakland, and reports that some hail from as far as San Diego, over 750 km away.

Such distances are not always insurmountable, but small farmers do not enjoy the economies of scale available to larger producers. Typically these farmers drive smaller vehicles such as pick-up trucks, and each trip to a market entails a separate journey. These distances not only serve as market barriers and increase overall costs but also create another problem. When considered on a per unit basis, even moderate distances travelled in low capacity vehicles result in a comparatively high rate of energy usage and corresponding greenhouse gas emissions. Such transportation inefficiencies contribute to what is commonly called the carbon footprint. While there may be many benefits from purchasing and consuming farmers’ market produce compared to that imported from distant large-scale farms, we shall see that a lower carbon impact is not one of them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We quantify this problem further, providing context and summarizing the contributions of other researchers. We restrict our focus to that of Californian farmers selling direct to consumers via farmers’ markets. With the help of analytical software, we model the outbound logistics associated with produce distribution to Northern California farmers’ markets. We compare scenario results and show how different supply chain configurations can impact emissions. We propose a solution that would result in significant savings. Lastly, we suggest directions for future research.

1. Problem Delineation and Literature Review

Many researchers such as Hunt (2007) and Conner et al. (2009) document the benefits of farmers’ markets, and others such as Brown (2002) and Alonso
and O’Neill (2011) consider surveys that measure consumers’ motivation for shopping at such markets. Further market research is performed by Govindasamy et al. (2002), Darby et al. (2008) and Carpio & Isengildina-Massa (2009); these researchers investigate consumers’ willingness to pay price premiums, finding that producers can indeed earn higher prices at the farmers’ market. Govindasamy et al. (2003) survey the other side of the stalls, finding that most producers are satisfied with farmers’ markets as sales channels. While these are worthy subjects for investigation and serve to emphasize that farmers’ markets are more than a passing fad, we shall consider a different aspect of sustainability; that of environmental sustainability.

While a full lifecycle analysis (LCA) for most agricultural products entails evaluation of many different environmental and even social indicators, this paper focuses solely on energy usage and resultant greenhouse gas emissions as measured in carbon dioxide equivalents, \( \text{CO}_2\text{e} \). Narrow though it may be, this sub-category of environmental impact deserves attention. Heller & Keoleian (2000) estimate that transportation, namely diesel fuels from trucking, accounts for a quarter of the energy consumed within the U.S. food system. Pirog et al. (2001) report that nearly half of all fruit sold in the United States is imported and that produce grown in North America travels an average of 2000 kilometers from source to point of sale. Akkerman et al. (2010) model a food distribution network, balancing sustainability with food quality and safety concerns. Marquez et al. (2010) perform detailed carbon audits of the transport of produce. Given the predominant use of fossil fuels in transport, high energy usage is synonymous with large greenhouse gas emissions. Although energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions are different entities, they are highly correlated in practice. Unless we are switching to a different fuel stock, such as derived from solar or wind energy, increasing energy intensity leads to greater greenhouse gas emissions. In the remainder of this paper, we effectively equate energy usage with emissions.

We first consider others who investigate the link between food and energy/emissions. Energy usage varies greatly between food types; Weber & Matthews (2008) calculate that food transportation may account for half of total \( \text{CO}_2\text{e} \) emissions for many fruits and vegetables but less than 10% for red meat products. Production methods may impact energy and emissions even for the same types of food. While the metric of food miles has gained the attention of the popular press and some researchers, such as Pirog et al. (2001), consideration only of distances travelled can be misleading. Carlsson-Kanyama et al. (2003) study Swedish tomatoes, finding those produced locally in greenhouses require 10 times the energy as field-grown tomatoes imported from Southern Europe. Saunders and Barber (2007) find that milk solids produced for local use in the United Kingdom generate over a third more emissions than the same product from New Zealand, despite long-
distance transport requirements. This result reflects the more energy-intensive dairy production system in the United Kingdom. Milà i Canals et al. (2007) note that yield losses from long term storage can lead to imported apples having a lower overall emissions profile than local apples harvested and stored for several months. All of these studies showcase surprising results to those who might expect distance to dominate in emissions calculations.

One of the reasons that long distance food supply chains are often more energy efficient has to do with economies of scale. Van Hauwermeiren et al. (2007) demonstrate that organically grown food is not necessarily more carbon efficient than its conventional counterpart. Schlich & Fleissner (2005) provide examples of how the international sourcing of some food products can be less energy intensive on a per-unit basis than the local (German) equivalent and posit the existence of an “ecology of scale”. For example, Brazil’s climate is naturally more conducive to fruit production than most European climates, and Brazilian juice production occurs on a much large scale than is supported in Europe. Consequently, Schlich & Fleissner (2005) calculate that the lower emissions due to producing in juice in Brazil more than offset the emissions associated with transporting the juice to Europe.

Coley et al. (2009) compare the carbon emissions associated with the supply chain for food purchases at a U.K. supermarket to those associated with a hypothetical small local farm shop. They set the frame as post-production at the farm all the way to the customer’s home and consider that the supermarket may offer a home delivery service. In a detailed carbon audit, they find that the former is substantially more energy efficient per box of goods delivered than the latter. While some might argue with last stage differentiation between these two supply chains, Coley et al. (2009) show that even when the frame is adjusted to be cradle-to-gate, the operational savings realized by the supermarket distribution system render it more energy and emissions efficient.

In their study of the U.S. dairy industry, Nicholson et al. (2011) lament that, despite growing interest in localizing the food supply chain, few professionals have studied the costs associated with localization. They create a transshipment model to analyze a multiple stage supply chain for different products, some of which serve both as finished goods and as intermediate inputs for other products. They find that minimizing distance travelled is not the most cost-effective solution, due to increased inefficiencies. Furthermore, in such a scenario, consumers would bear these cost increases unequally within different regions. Although they focus on costs, it is clear from the context that their findings would likely apply to emissions.

Not all such publications are academic in nature. In a government-funded study intended to guide investment and public policy, Cantor & Strochlic (2009) analyze the barriers that small and medium sized organic farmers face
in all sales channels. They find the dominant problems are: managing volumes, getting access to appropriate markets, and competing on a cost basis with larger scale farmers or otherwise earning an appropriate price premium. While Cantor & Strochlic (2009) report that farmers are concerned with the over proliferation of farmers’ markets, their proposal with respect to this sales channel involves a limited solution focusing on education, regulation and labeling. Likewise, King et al. (2010) in their EPA-funded case studies of local food sourcing find that the total energy used per unit of product is more closely related to supply chain structure and size than to the distance food must travel. Additionally, they note that although farmers retain most of the retail price in direct-to-consumer channels such as farmers’ markets, the costs associated with bringing products to market can range between 13% to over 60% of this price, reducing the viability of selling in such markets. They also investigate some intermedated sales channels, such as cooperative retail stores.

We add to this body of literature by considering the case of California farmers selling direct to Farmers’ Markets. We quantify the underlying problem and propose a solution that would enable consumers and producers alike to enjoy the best of both worlds: the provision of fresh, locally-sourced produce from family farms to urban consumers with improved costs and decreased emissions resulting from greater system efficiencies.

2. Research Methodologies and Results

2.1. Illustrating the Supply Chain

We investigate the outbound logistics involved in meeting the demand of a San Francisco consumer who seeks to purchase a kilogram of tomatoes, either at a neighborhood supermarket, Safeway, or a farmers’ market. We set the system boundaries as farm to retail gate. From personal experience, we can emphasize that the difficulties and expense of driving and parking in San Francisco encourage shoppers to use public transport or cycle to downtown destinations. We thus avoid the problem that others such as Browne et al. (2005), Cholette and Venkat (2009), and Coley et al. (2009) find with use of a larger frame; namely that the retailer-to-consumer link can be the most energy-intensive and the hardest to measure.

2.1.1. Initial Scenarios

We first consider four scenarios. Two scenarios involve sourcing from the previously mentioned Schletewitz Farms. This third-generation small family
farm provides fruits, including tomatoes, to several Bay Area farmers’ markets, per Figure 2. The first scenario starts with a Schletewitz employee driving from Sanger at 2 a.m. (PA Market, 2011) to the weekly market in San Francisco, a significant distance of 320 km. We assume use of a large gasoline-powered pickup truck with no special cooling. Some farmers may use larger vehicles, but the payload of a large pickup truck (with an effective 600 kg weight limit) is likely the most appropriate for a single trip. For consistency all vehicles in each scenario are assumed to have a 90% utilization rate and no backhaul, i.e. vehicles return empty.

In the second scenario Schletewitz Farms now provides tomatoes to Safeway. According to Safeway’s ‘Locally Grown’ campaign, up to a third of its produce sales are locally sourced, including through partnerships with small regional farms (Greenbiz, 2009). Cantor & Strochlic (2009) document that small to midsized organic farms have achieved some success with such wholesale sourcing. For this scenario, Schletewitz Farms drives the pickup truck to Safeway’s regional distribution center (dc) in Tracy, which is just outside the Bay Area. We assume the product rests in cooled storage at the dc until Safeway restocks the retail stores in San Francisco using their fleet of heavy duty diesel trucks. Given the mixed payload, we assume cooling is needed in transit.

For the third scenario; Safeway buys from a larger, neighboring farm, and this farm’s size results a midsized commercial diesel truck being used to bring produce to the Tracy dc. While able to carry over 10 times the weight

Fig. 2 - Family Farm at a Farmers’ Market
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Source: PA Market (2011)
of a large pickup truck, midsized trucks are much smaller than the heavy
duty trucks used for interstate transport. For the final scenario we select a
different conventional source; importing tomatoes from Mexico via a heavy
duty truck. A distance of 2000 km is more than sufficient to reach Sonora,
one of the Mexican states with prolific agricultural output. No matter which
farm Safeway sources from, all channel partners deliver to the Tracy DC. The
four scenarios are summarized in Table 1, with distances generated by
GoogleMaps™

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: authors’ creation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2.1.2. CargoScope: Introducing the Software

To be usable by non-specialists, models should balance simplicity and
usability with analytic power. Developed by CleanMetrics, CargoScope is a
web-based tool that allows users to create a supply chain network. Storage,
transit and processing parameters can be defined at every echelon. While
many websites offer calculators for determining personal carbon footprints,
few online tools allow users to configure a business supply chain. CargoScope is selected because it is a low cost solution that allows for
specific accounting of utilization and backhaul rates, as well as mode of
transportation, level of climate control, and distance travelled. CargoScope’s
parameters are based on data from U.S. governmental and international
agencies; more details are provided at CleanMetric’s website (2011) and by
Venkat (2007). Users can create, share and revise their models, and
CargoScope will calculate the resultant energy and carbon dioxide equiva-
lents emitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link #1: transport from the farm</th>
<th>Local Small Farm → Safeway Sourcing</th>
<th>Local Small Farm → Safeway Sourcing</th>
<th>Local Larger Farm → Safeway Sourcing</th>
<th>Safeway from Mexico</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Pickup Truck, Gasoline</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Heavy duty Truck, Diesel</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Heavy duty Truck, Diesel, Cooler</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ creation
2.1.3. Scenario Results

Given the information for the four scenarios, CargoScope calculates the emissions that result from the transportation and storage of a kilogram of tomatoes. These results are displayed in Figure 3, a stacked bar chart for each of the transport links and storage echelons. We first note that transportation from the farm is the dominant component in all four scenarios. Likewise, emissions associated with transportation in all stages dwarf those associated with climate control for storage, a finding echoed by Coley et al. (2009).

The most emission intensive scenario is that of direct sales to the farmers’ market even though it involves the least distance travelled. This result can be attributed to the fact that produce is transported by large pickup truck, a mode that is less efficient than larger vehicles, assuming similar utilization. For example, in CargoScope the fuel usage rate for the midsized truck is approximately 34 liters of diesel for every 100 km travelled, slightly more than twice that associated with the pick-up truck, at just under 16 liters/100km. Yet the midsized diesel truck has nearly ten times the cargo capacity of the pickup truck. This discrepancy in vehicular efficiency is illustrated in comparing results between the second and third scenarios, which differ only in how produce is transported from the farm to Safeway’s
distribution center. The efficiencies of scale reported by Coley et al. (2009) and Cantor & Strochlic (2009), among others, are clearly illustrated here. Even long distance transport from Mexico is more emissions-efficient per kilogram of product than local, small-scale distribution.

2.2. Modeling the Supply Chain Network

Given the previous results for one farm, we wish to determine whether these results can be considered representative of the region. We next model the supply chain network for Californian farmers’ markets. Figure 1 shows that the market concentration occurs in two distinct regions, suggesting that these regional networks are effectively separable. We limit the scope of the problem to the 135 regularly recurring Bay Area markets and the farmers sourcing them, as found by Jog (2010). While there are 1297 such farmers, we consolidate farms within the same zip code into one representative farm, noting the number of farms comprised by each of these 203 farms. Rather than manually determining the 27,405 potential distances between these farms and their markets, the distances are estimated by a Microsoft Excel add-in provided by Spheresoft, which calculates distances between two zip codes. We set a 3km distance minimum for the few cases where farms and markets are within the same zip code.

As farmers’ markets and farms comprise a bipartite graph, we can formulate a spatially-disaggregated transshipment model of the farmers’ market network to illustrate the linkage between sourcing and emissions intensity. Several simplifications and assumptions are necessary for problem tractability. Like Nicholson et al. (2011) we assume a single decision maker, although in reality each farm decides for itself which markets to visit. However, our purpose is to represent at a higher level the weighted distances of goods transported. Also, we consider one single, homogenous good, as do other researchers of large scale models, such as Cruz (2008). We can avoid the use of multiple goods as modeled by Nicholson et al. (2011), since we have no intermediate nodes with transformation processes and since many other fruits and vegetables are similar in density to tomatoes. A real farmers’ market sells many types of produce, and supplying tomatoes to one market and apples to another would not provide for sufficient variety. However, we ignore this complication.

We need not only create the network but also model the flow of goods, requiring supply or demand data appropriate to each node. We had previously combined farms within the same zip code; we now assume that all single farms are comparable in size and that the aggregated farm representative of the zip code is a multiple of the number of the single farms found within. We
simulate a demand distribution for the farmers’ markets, assigning them as small, medium or high volume based on a combination of factors: city size, day of occurrence, and proximity to other markets. For instance, the San Francisco Ferry Plaza Market on Saturday would likely generate far more sales than a market in Livermore, especially one that takes place on Thursdays. With these mappings, about half of the markets are small, requiring the equivalent of about pickup truck worth of produce, and 20 markets, 15% of the total, are considered large. Their demand is set such that they could be effectively serviced by a larger vehicle.

A Government study (Cantor & Strochlic, 2009) and a trade article (Worthen, 2010), each report that farmers would be willing to sell more of their production through direct sales channels. Such willingness is not surprising, as King et al. (2010) report that farmers capture a much greater percentage of the end retail price through direct channels compared to wholesale. In keeping with these reports we set the aggregate farmers’ market demand to be approximately two-thirds of total supply. We should note that while these parametric settings for both supply and demand alike are at best approximations, we are interested in modeling the potential flow through the network as a whole, not in determining details for a particular market or farm.

2.2.1. Initial Formulation

We formulate the problem as follows. We define two sets of variables, the kilograms of produce $x_{fm}$ sourced from farm $f$ to serve market $m$, and the number of trucks $trucks_{fm}$ used to transport produce from farm $f$ to market $m$. Given set $F$ for farms and $M$ for farmers’ markets, we seek to minimize the total distance travelled, $z$:

$$z = \sum_{f \in F} \sum_{m \in M} DIST_{f,m} \cdot trucks_{f,m}$$

(1)

We consider the following constraints. First, the farm’s supply of produce cannot be exceeded.

$$S_f \geq \sum_{m} x_{f,m} \forall f \in F$$

(2)

Next, we must meet demand at the farmers’ markets. As we make certain that aggregate supply exceeds total demand, this constraint will not render the problem infeasible.
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We utilize CargoScope’s parameters for all transport modes; the capacity of a pickup truck is set at 600 kg. Tomatoes are dense with high water content; we need consider only weight limits for vehicles as such limits will be more restrictive than volumetric limits.

\[ D_m = \sum_{f} x_{f,m} \forall m \in M \]

The variable \( \text{trucks}_{f,m} \) is inherently integer, resulting in a classic mixed integer transportation problem for minimizing the aggregate cost of meeting all demand requirements. With nearly 28000 integer variables, the model is implemented in GAMS with the Gurobi solver and converges on a solution within a 10% tolerance of the theoretical linear programming optimum in 70 seconds on an E6410 Dell Latitude laptop.

2.2.2. Summary of Results

The total aggregate distance travelled from all farms to all markets is just over 70 thousand kilometers and is covered by 683 trucks. Thus, the one-way driving distance averages to 104 km, which represents the low end of the average range of 100 to 300 km quoted by CUESA (2009). In fact, the largest one-way distance travelled in this solution would be 195 km, when some of the potential distances between farmers and markets are over 400 km. By minimizing aggregate distance in a scenario with excess supply, we essentially cut the more distant farmers out of the market. We reiterate that this solution is an idealized optimization.

This idealization is reflected both on the demand and supply side. For the demand side, one can consider the vendor diversity at each farmers’ market at the optimal solution; almost three quarters of the markets would receive visits from at most 2 of the 203 possible suppliers represented. While these suppliers do represent an aggregation of the 1297 farmers certified, an unbundling of the suppliers would result in these smaller markets being serviced by about a dozen separate farmers. The story from the supply side is even more telling; with this optimization more than 40% of the suppliers would not be granted access to a farmers’ market. Furthermore, less than a quarter of the suppliers would be granted access to more than three such markets.

While many of the underrepresented farmers may be closer to Los Angeles or near other markets, the fact that the vast majority of farmers currently sourcing Bay Area markets would be shut out or granted minimal access is

\[ 600 \cdot \text{trucks}_{f,m} \geq x_{f,m} \forall f \in F, \forall m \in M \]
clearly neither fair nor realistic. This solution should rather be interpreted as the theoretical upper bound on the efficiency possible within the current logistical structure of pickup trucks driving direct from farms to markets. We present this solution because we shall next explore ways of improving this logistical structure, and we wish to measure our improvement against a baseline.

2.3. An Alternative Logistical Structure

We investigate the insertion of a consolidation center into the supply chain, where farmers could transport goods, rather than driving them all the way to the farmers’ markets. These centers would allow for aggregation with other farmers’ offerings over a few days, and then final transportation to the farmers’ markets could occur on larger trucks. King et al. (2010) make similar suggestions for improving efficiencies in their analysis of intermediated distribution of local foods, although they do not explicitly consider farmers’ markets. This paper addresses only the transportation and storage considerations of such a supply chain option; not financial and other considerations. We assume that farmers would be paid on a consignment basis, prorated for a share in storage, personnel and transport costs.

One of the first considerations for such a center is where to place it. Although locational analysis techniques such as gravity weighting, or even a nonlinear optimization problem could be formulated to determine placement, we invoke more pragmatic considerations. Highway layout and the need for a location near a population center suggest a finite number of realistic warehouse locations. For example, Figure 4 shows a subset of the Northern California farms and farmers’ markets with two potential dc/consolidation centers: one in Tracy and one, further south, at Cantua Creek. Jog (2010) studies several locations for such a center and finds that Cantua Creek, a Central Valley town with access to I-5 and several existing warehouses, is a likely candidate.

2.3.1. Alternative Model Formulation

To analyze whether the consolidation center increases the efficiency of the distribution network, we must first modify the formulation to include this additional logistical option. Farmers will now be allowed both to transport their produce directly to markets and also to send it to the consolidation center, where it will then be aggregated with others shipments and sent to various farmers’ markets, using a larger vehicle than a pickup truck. We
select a midsized diesel truck, with an effective cargo limit of 6250 kg and a higher fuel usage. This vehicle is still much smaller than the heavy-duty trucks that Safeway uses to restock its retail stores, with an effective cargo limit of over 17 thousand kilograms.

With the introduction of an intermediate node, our formulation alters into a more generalized transshipment problem. The modified formulation follows. We must augment our sets of variables; while we still allow for kilograms of produce, $x_{fm}$, sourced from farm $f$ to serve market $m$, and provide $trucks_{fm}$ to transport this produce from farm $f$ to market $m$, we also use trucks to go from farms to the DC, $trd_{fc}$ to transport $xf_{dc}$, and to go from the DC to markets, $tدم_{mc}$ to transport $xd_{cm}$. Lastly, we need to equate the distance travelled by the midsized trucks servicing the markets from the consolidation center. We must now account for the difference between the carrying capacity and fuel usage between the trucks; the parameter $R$ represents the ratio in fuel usage between these larger vehicles and the pickup trucks used elsewhere. We modify the objective function, $z$, as follows:

\[
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The constraints also require adjustment. As farms can either send produce directly to the market or to the consolidation center, the supply constraint from (2) becomes as follows:

\[
S_f \geq \sum_{m} x_{f,m} + x_{f,c} \quad \forall f \in F
\]

Likewise market demand can be met either directly from the farm or from the consolidation center, so equation (3) is altered accordingly:

\[
D_m = \sum_{f} x_{f,m} + x_{dc_m} \quad \forall m \in M
\]

The supply into the consolidation center must equal or exceed its output, requiring a new constraint. We assume there is no effective limit on the center’s handling capacity:

\[
\sum_{f} x_{f,c} \geq \sum_{m} x_{dc_m}
\]

Lastly, we continue to enforce the capacity limits for all vehicles, where the capacity of a pickup truck is 600kg and a midsized truck is 6250kg, as per CargoScope. As with \( trucks_{fm} \) the variable sets \( tdc_m \) and \( tfdc_i \) are defined to be integer.

\[
\begin{align*}
600 * trucks_{f,m} &\geq x_{f,m} \quad \forall f \in F, \forall m \in M \\
600 * tfdc_f &\geq x_{f,c} \quad \forall f \in F \\
6250 * tdc_m &\geq x_{dc_m} \quad \forall m \in M
\end{align*}
\]

2.3.2. Alternative Model Results

We can now compare the results the alternate scenario to those from section 2.2.2. First, the consolidation center has a large impact on the flow of produce through the system. The model uses 688 rather than 683 pick-up trucks, but now over 40% of these trucks (280) drive from farms to the Cantua Creek consolidation center. Only 36 farmers make use of this center, but many of these are high volume producers, and were they able to use larger trucks to transport to the center such savings would be even greater.

After the produce reaches Cantua Creek, 31 midsized trucks will transport it to the 20 large farmers’ markets and 11 of the medium sized ones. Nearly half (46%) of the produce is routed through the consolidation center.
The new solution results in a total one-way distance of just under 50 thousand kilometers, a 30% reduction when compared to the baseline optimization. Just under 7 thousand kilometers or 14% of the total distance driven is from the consolidation center to the markets. As these midsized trucks use about twice as much fuel as pickup trucks, we must apply a multiplier when considering total fuel used and resultant emissions. With this adjustment our new solution still utilizes 19% less energy than in the baseline scenario.

It should also be noted that a side benefit of a consolidation center is the opportunity for enhanced vendor diversity at the markets. In the baseline scenario, the larger markets are each serviced by between 12 to 14 farmers and the medium markets by between 2 to 7 farmers. With the consolidation center such markets could, in theory, receive goods from each of the 36 producers that deliver to the center. While some of these 36 farmers were larger, a few are small suppliers who would then be able to benefit from expanding their market reach. Such increased diversity would also benefit consumers. The top three desired improvements cited by Alonso and O’Neill’s (2011) survey respondents include a yearning for greater variety in both products and vendors.

3. Proposed Solution

Comparing the scenario results shows the addition of the consolidation center can lead to significant improvement. At the optimal solution we can decrease the total distance travelled by 30%, improving energy efficiency and resultant emissions by 19%. The savings from utilizing larger trucks echoes the findings from Marquez et al. (2010) in their recommendations for improving the energy efficiency of produce distribution in Victoria, Australia. We even increase vendor diversity at medium and large farmers’ markets.

We now return to our original analytic approach from section 2.1 to investigate how such a center would impact Schletewitz Family Farms. We define a fifth scenario that uses the Cantua Creek consolidation center. A Schletewitz employee would drive a pickup truck 95 km to Cantua Creek, where a midsized truck would then transport their produce and that of others to the San Francisco Farmers’ Market, 270 km distant. We continue the use of 90% utilization and no backhaul for all vehicles. Figure 5 shows that on a per-kilogram basis, the use of a consolidation center effectively halves the emissions associated with supplying the farmers’ market.
Figure 5 also illustrates that while the emissions from the trek from the Cantua Creek center to the market are significant, they are more than offset by the decreased emissions associated with the transport link from the farm. It should be noted that the efficiency gains modeled come primarily from the substitution of well-utilized midsized trucks for the smaller pickup trucks. This new scenario is the more efficient than all but the third scenario, which assumes a larger scale producer, allowing for the use of more efficient vehicles through the entire supply network. For farmers that are too small to realize any efficiency gains to transporting goods from their farms via larger vehicles, a nearby consolidation center is likely to be a more realistic solution for reducing transport costs and emissions.

It should also be noted that the placement of the distribution center effects efficiency. Although the organizational mechanisms differ, the second and fifth scenarios are similar in their logistical structure, differing primarily in where the intermediate center has been placed and what transport mode is used in transporting to the retail market. Locating a consolidation center closer to the farmer minimizes the distance travelled by the least efficient mode, pickup truck. Thus, we see this last scenario is more energy and emissions efficient than the second scenario.
Concluding Remarks

We analyze the energy and resultant emissions necessary to support the current network of Northern Californian farmers’ markets. We demonstrate that a consolidation center can result in significant improvements by these metrics, through enabling small farmers to take advantage of previously unavailable economies of scale. In particular, we calculate a 30% reduction in distance driven and a 19% improvement in fuel usage over the optimal baseline solution, itself an idealized version of the inefficient network as realized in practice. The profile of Schletewitz Family Farms illustrates that insertion of a consolidation center at Cantua Creek into the supply chain can halve their per kilogram emissions as compared to directly driving to the farmers’ market. Instead of being the most energy and emissions intensive configuration, including that of long-distance importation from foreign industrial-scale farms, our alternative farmers’ market supply chain would permit this small producer to experience efficiencies typical of larger establishments. In short, such a consolidation center would enable producers and consumers alike to enjoy economies of scale while still retaining the benefits of a system supplied by local family farms.

The solution has several limitations that must be acknowledged. While the placement of farms and markets is based upon real data, the supply and demand volumes have been simulated. For instance, if demand is greater at more of the farmers’ markets, the use of additional large vehicles would be justified, suggesting that a consolidation center could rightfully capture an even greater portion of the network traffic. On the other hand, if some farmers have sufficiently large production volumes and a share of a market’s sales to justify use of larger vehicles for direct to market deliveries, benefits derived from the consolidation center would be overstated. Refinements to the model could include the consideration of differentiated sales goods, as farms from different areas will likely source different types of produce.

However, before we invest in more data collection or model augmentation, we must consider the substantial practical barriers to our proposed approach. The first barrier is that California farmers’ markets are classified as producer-only. The use of consolidation centers would require revising the underlying regulations governing these markets. Such changes would need to be performed delicately and might lead to undesirable repercussions. For instance, opening farmers’ markets to a broader participant base could result in food scalpers and other resellers, potentially decreasing product quality and degrading the overall market experience. Other states have fewer restrictions on vendors, so it would behoove policy makers to study if any of these open markets maintain desired marketplace attributes.
Further investigation would be needed to determine whether such a farmers’ market, with a combination of individual and consolidation-center suppliers would be accepted by producers. Some farmers, especially those who are closer to the high value urban markets, might resent a change to the market infrastructure that effectively levels the playing field, negating their inherent geographical advantage. Also, would farmers welcome and take advantage of the opportunity to collaborate? King et al. (2010) examine intermediated supply chains and find that the consolidation stage could be initiated by a variety of agents along the supply chain: retailers, food-service operators, or entrepreneurs, but such action was never initiated by group of producers. Such producer inertia would reduce the efficacy of our proposed solution. Furthermore, consideration of the financial aspects of implementing this solution, including how to collect funds for the improvements, is open to investigation.

Likewise, consumers’ potential acceptance would need to be evaluated, as such a solution will likely result in consumers having less personal contact with farmers at the markets. However, this lack of direct interaction may not greatly influence the majority of local food buyers. Zepeda and Li’s (2006) extensive survey examines why consumers shop for local foods. Their findings indicate that contact with the farmers is not the main draw, but rather that such foods are perceived by these shoppers as being of superior quality. In her comprehensive review of others’ survey results, Brown (2002) shows that quality is the most commonly voiced reason for respondents to shop markets. However, Govindasamy et al. (2002) suggest that direct contact with farmers may play a pivotal part of the buying process, along with produce freshness. Clearly, more market research would be needed.

Although the potential barriers to implementation are formidable, we conclude that such a logistical solution is worth further investigation. Cantor & Strochlic (2009) posit that consolidation hubs and marketing cooperatives would help farmers in their attempts to compete with larger-scale suppliers in the wholesale market. With respect to direct marketing channels, Cantor & Strochlic (2009) state that CSA subscriptions sourcing from several farms have proven advantageous. If one such direct-to-consumer channel has gained market acceptance, it seems that there may be opportunities for others. The recent years’ expansion of farmers’ markets has occurred despite the presence of cooperatives, even in states that do not enforce producer-only rules. Clearly if farmers’ markets are to remain a viable and sustainable channel for small Californian family farms in the longer term, the underlying logistics that support them are ripe for improvement.
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Summary

Addressing the greenhouse gas emissions associated with food distribution: a case study of Californian farmers’ markets

American consumers’ growing taste for locally produced food has resulted in the proliferation of farmers’ markets in the U.S. While benefits abound, the very success of these markets has created an inefficient network; farmers drive long distances with small cargos multiple times each week. Not only does this increase costs, but on a per unit basis, the energy usage and resultant greenhouse gas emissions associated with supplying farmers’ markets can be greater than those associated with the equivalent supermarket distribution.

In this case study, we investigate the outbound journey of food from a farm to a farmers’ market and compare it to corresponding conventional journeys, finding...
farmers’ market distribution indeed produces greater emissions. We then model Northern California’s farmers’ market network, solving a mixed integer transportation problem to quantify the aggregate distance travelled.

We next insert a consolidation center. Farmers can transport goods either directly to the market or to this center for aggregation with other farmers’ offerings. Solving the new model shows that significant savings are possible. While admittedly rife with implementation barriers, such a solution could allow small farmers to profit from economies of scale while still retaining their independence and preserving the diversity of the markets. We view this study as a first step towards reworking the system to enable consumers and producers alike to enjoy the benefits of farmers’ markets while reducing costs and greenhouse gas emissions.
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